Fishery Conservation and Management
to the length at which 25 percent of the
regulated species would be retained by
the applicable minimum mesh size.
(2) Upon determination of the appropriate minimum sizes, the NEFMC
shall propose the minimum fish sizes to
be implemented following the procedures specified in § 648.90.
(3)
Additional
adjustments
or
changes to the minimum fish sizes
specified in paragraph (a) of this section, and exemptions specified in paragraph (b) of this section, may be made
at any time after implementation of
the final rule as specified under § 648.90.
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[69 FR 22974, Apr. 27, 2004, as amended at 71
FR 46876, Aug. 15, 2006; 72 FR 11276, Mar. 12,
2007; 75 FR 18328, Apr. 9, 2010]

§ 648.84 Gear-marking
requirements
and gear restrictions.
(a) Bottom-tending fixed gear, including, but not limited to, gillnets
and longlines designed for, capable of,
or fishing for NE multispecies or
monkfish, must have the name of the
owner or vessel or the official number
of that vessel permanently affixed to
any buoys, gillnets, longlines, or other
appropriate gear so that the name of
the owner or vessel or the official number of the vessel is visible on the surface of the water.
(b) Bottom-tending fixed gear, including, but not limited to gillnets or
longline gear, must be marked so that
the westernmost end (measuring the
half compass circle from magnetic
south through west to, and including,
north) of the gear displays a standard
12-inch (30.5-cm) tetrahedral corner
radar reflector and a pennant positioned on a staff at least 6 ft (1.8 m)
above the buoy. The easternmost end
(meaning the half compass circle from
magnetic north through east to, and
including, south) of the gear need display only the standard 12-inch (30.5-cm)
tetrahedral radar reflector positioned
in the same way.
(c) Continuous gillnets must not exceed 6,600 ft (2,011.7 m) between the end
buoys.
(d) In the GOM and GB regulated
mesh area specified in § 648.80(a),
gillnet gear set in an irregular pattern
or in any way that deviates more than
30° from the original course of the set
must be marked at the extremity of

§ 648.85
the deviation with an additional marker, which must display two or more
visible streamers and may either be attached to or independent of the gear.
[69 FR 22974, Apr. 27, 2004]

§ 648.85 Special
grams.

management

(a) U.S./Canada Resource Sharing Understanding. No NE multispecies fishing
vessel, or person on such vessel, may
enter, fish in, or be in the U.S./Canada
Resource Sharing Understanding Management Areas (U.S./Canada Management Areas), as defined in paragraph
(a)(1) of this section, unless the vessel
is fishing in accordance with the restrictions and conditions of this section. These restrictions do not preclude
fishing under an approved Special Access Program specified under paragraph (b) of this section.
(1) U.S./Canada Management Areas. A
vessel issued a NE multispecies permit
that meets the requirements of paragraph (a)(3) of this section may fish in
the U.S./Canada Management Areas described in paragraphs (a)(1)(i) and (ii)
of this section.
(i) Western U.S./Canada Area. The
Western U.S./Canada Area is the area
defined by straight lines connecting
the following points in the order stated
(a chart depicting this area is available
from the Regional Administrator upon
request):
WESTERN U.S./CANADA AREA
Point
USCA
USCA
USCA
USCA
USCA
USCA
USCA
USCA
USCA
USCA
USCA
USCA
USCA

1 ..............................
2 ..............................
3 ..............................
4 ..............................
5 ..............................
6 ..............................
7 ..............................
8 ..............................
9 ..............................
10 ............................
11 ............................
12 ............................
1 ..............................

N. lat.
42°20′
39°50′
39°50′
40°40′
40°40′
40°50′
40°50′
41°00′
41°00′
41°10′
41°10′
42°20′
42°20′

W. long.
68°50′
68°50′
66°40′
66°40′
66°50′
66°50′
67°00′
67°00′
67°20′
67°20′
67°40′
67°40′
68°50′

(ii) Eastern U.S./Canada Area. The
Eastern U.S./Canada Area is the area
defined by straight lines connecting
the following points in the order stated
(a chart depicting this area is available
from the Regional Administrator upon
request):
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